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Abstract

We propose a new class of conformal higher spin gravities in three dimensions,

which extends the one by Pope and Townsend. The main new feature is that there

are infinitely many examples of the new theories with a finite number of higher spin

fields, much as in the massless case. The action has the Chern-Simons form for a

higher spin extension of the conformal algebra. In general, the new theories contain

Fradkin-Tseytlin fields with higher derivatives in the gauge transformations, which is

reminiscent of partially-massless fields. A relation of the old and new theories to the

parity anomaly is pointed out.
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1 Introduction and Main Results

As is well-known, gravity in three dimensions is equivalent [1, 2] to the Chern-Simons action

for so(2, 2) ∼ sl2 ⊕ sl2. Its higher spin extension is obtained [3–6] by replacing sl2 with

any algebra such that its decomposition with respect to a given sl2 embedding leads to

representations bigger than the adjoint one. Even though graviton, s = 2, and massless

higher spin fields, s > 2, do not have propagating degrees of freedom in three dimensions

this class of models has been very useful in understanding many aspects of higher spin

theories and AdS/CFT, see e.g. [7] for a review.

Similarly, conformal gravity in three dimensions can be understood as Chern-Simons the-

ory for the conformal algebra so(3, 2) [8]. Conformal higher spin algebras in three dimensions

are exactly the usual higher spin algebras in four dimensions. Chern-Simons action for any

of these algebras leads to a consistent theory of conformal higher spins. The first example of

such a theory was studied by Pope and Townsend long ago [9] and by Fradkin and Linetsky

[10]. It leads to a nonlinear theory of conformal higher spin fields, Fradkin-Tseytlin fields

[11], that can be realized as symmetric traceless tensors with the linearized gauge symmetries

of the form

δφa1...as = ∂a1ξa2...as + permutations− traces (1.1)

Our proposal is to take advantage of a large class of higher spin algebras available from

the study of symmetries of (higher derivative) free CFT’s of type �
kΦ(x) = 0 [12–15] and

partially-massless fields in AdS4 [15–18] and to construct some new algebras that are finite-

dimensional [19, 20]. This leads to several observations: (i) there exists a new class of

nonlinear conformal higher spin theories in three dimensions; (ii) there is a large class of

such higher spin algebras available; (iii) there are finite-dimensional algebras among those,

which is not the case for the conformal higher spin fields studied in [9, 10].

In addition to the usual Fradkin-Tseytlin fields (1.1) the spectrum of the new conformal

higher spin theories also involves conformal cousins [15, 21–25] of partially-massless fields

[21, 26–29] that have higher derivatives in the gauge transformations:

δφa1...as = ∂a1 ...∂atξat+1...as + permutations − traces (1.2)

These fields can also be understood as boundary values of the genuine partially-massless

fields in AdS4 [15]. The complete theories for conformal higher spin fields are given by the
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Chern-Simons action for a variety of higher spin extensions of the conformal algebra so(3, 2).

What is interesting as compared to the case studied by Pope and Townsend is that

there is a family of finite-dimensional higher spin algebras, which is similar to the purely

massless case. The theories with finitely many higher spin fields should be more tractable

as the massless case has already shown. In the latter case the key role is played by sl2 and

its embedding into a higher spin algebra. Likewise, in the conformal case the key role is

played by so(3, 2) and its embedding. In brief, one can pick any representation V of so(3, 2),

whether finite-dimensional or not. There is an associated higher spin algebra hs(V ) that

can be understood as Mat(V ) and whose decomposition into so(3, 2)-modules is given by

V ⊗ V ∗.

The so(3, 2) decomposition of hs(V ) determines the spectrum of conformal fields, which

is very similar to the partially-massless case [29]. Indeed, given a higher spin algebra hs, the

spectrum of the theory features a depth-t spin-s Fradkin-Tseytlin field (1.2) if the so(3, 2)

decomposition of hs contains an irreducible module corresponding to the two-row Young

diagram with rows of lengths s− 1, s− t, t = 1, ..., s:

δφa1...as = ∂a1 ...∂atξat+1...as + ... ⇐⇒
s− t
s− 1 (1.3)

This dictionary is established by studying the free approximation and the Chern-Simons

action provides a simple and unique non-linear completion.

While the Chern-Simons Lagrangian is simple and manifestly gauge-invariant up to a

total derivative, an attempt to solve for the auxiliary fields and write down a closed form

expression in terms of the conformal higher spin fields φa1...as faces great technical difficulties

[30–32]. The same is true for the massless fields in three dimensions — the Chern-Simons

formulation is by far more economical and simple at the moment [33, 34]. Nevertheless, it is

worth stressing that the conformal fields φa1...as or its massless analogs, Fronsdal fields, can

easily be shown to be the only dynamical variables present in the Chern-Simons connection,

with the rest of the components being (generalized) auxiliary fields. The equations of motion

have the form of vanishing (higher spin generalization of) Cotton tensor:

Ca1...as = ǫ...∂2s−2t+1φs +O(φ2) , (1.4)

where the expression is sketchy and shows the order of derivatives, the ǫabc-tensor and the

presence of higher order corrections that involve fields of different spins (specified by the
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higher spin algebra). For the usual t = 1 case the linearized Cotton tensor was discussed in

[9, 25, 35–39] for a number of cases and certain nonlinear terms were derived in [30–32]. For

t > 1 the linearized Cotton tensors were derived in [25].

Conformal higher spin fields in d > 3 are non-unitary, but this is not the case in three

dimensions due to the topological nature of the fields. In this sense, conformal higher spin

fields in three dimensions are as good as massless fields, while the unitarity is clearly an

issue in d > 3. Historically, the t > 1 Fradkin-Tseytlin fields were studied in few papers

[15, 21–25, 40]. The 3d case is very much different from the d > 3 ones since the conformally-

invariant differential operator is the Cotton tensor [25].

In the paper we discuss the conformal higher spin theories as Chern-Simons theories for

appropriate higher spin algebras. Without going into detail let us mention another possibility

to construct such theories as effective actions. It is known that the conformal higher spin

gravity in four dimensions [41–43] (any even dimension) is closely related to the conformal

anomaly — it can be defined as the local part of the induced action, the coefficient of the

log-divergent term [42]. In three dimensions there also exists a way to obtain the conformal

higher spin gravities as parity anomalies. Indeed, it is well-known that coupling fermions to

gauge fields induces the parity anomaly [44–46]

Im log

∫

DψDψ̄ ei
∫
d3x [iψ̄ /∂ψ+ψ̄γµψAµ] = SCS[A] (1.5)

and the anomaly is given by the Chern-Simons action (we do not display its level). This

anomaly results from coupling of the spin-one current ψ̄γµψ to the background field Aµ.

Similar result can be obtained for the gravitational coupling [47] and for four-manifolds with

boundaries [48]. The free fermion theory in three dimensions features conserved tensors of

any rank s = 1, 2, 3, 4, ...., which are schematically of the form Js = ψ̄γ∂s−1ψ. The tensor

currents Js are conserved and traceless on-shell. Therefore, the corresponding background

fields are exactly the Fradkin-Tseytlin fields φa1...as discussed above, which extend Aµ and

gµν to any spin. It should not be hard to show that the conformal higher spin gravity of

Pope and Townsend can be obtained as the parity anomaly

Im log

∫

DψDψ̄ ei
∫
d3x [iψ̄ /∂ψ+

∑
s Ja1...asφ

a1...as ] = SCS[ω] (1.6)

see [49] for the first steps in this direction and related discussion.

Since the currents associated with Js can also be represented as on-shell closed two-
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forms, the natural object they couple to is a connection ω of the higher spin algebra [50].

The relation between Fradkin-Tseytlin fields φa1...as and connection ω is quite complicated

though, as discussed above. At least some of the new theories that we discuss in the paper

should correspond to the parity anomaly in the higher derivative theories with conformally-

invariant kinetic terms of the form ψ̄�k(/∂)ψ. We also note that the parity anomaly can be

used to define conformal higher spin theories in all odd dimensions d, the action being the

d-dimensional Chern-Simons term. It would also be interesting to see what is the higher

spin generalization of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer theorem [51].

We expect that the new theories provide a useful higher spin playground due to both the

large family of new examples and existence of theories with finitely many fields on top of the

conformal graviton. The supersymmetric extensions of the new higher spin theories should

also exist and be based on higher spin extensions of osp(N |4), [10]. The finite dimensional

examples may help to establish precise relation between the Chern-Simons formulation and

nonlinear completion of the Fradkin-Tseytlin fields. It would also be interesting to explore

the relation between the parity anomaly and conformal higher spin theories. Another useful

application is to investigate various aspects of gauge/gravity duality, extending [52, 53] to

the new conformal theories.

The outline of the paper is simple. For the reader’s convenience we review the Chern-

Simons formulation of the conformal gravity in section 2. In section 3 we construct new

conformal higher spin gravities, give a list of the relevant higher spin algebras and work out

the dynamical content in terms of Fradkin-Tseytlin fields. In section 4 we discuss conformal

higher spin fields as background fields for (topological) matter.

2 Conformal Gravity

We briefly discuss the conformal gravity in 3d: how the simple Chern-Simons formulation

is related to the one where the dynamical field is conformal graviton gµν [8]. The very first

formulation of conformal gravity in three dimensions was found in the form of a non-standard

Chern-Simons action [54, 55]:

S[e] =

∫

Tr

[

̟ ∧ d̟ +
2

3
̟ ∧̟ ∧̟

]

, (2.1)
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where1 ̟ ≡ 1
2
̟a,b

Lab. Here ̟
a,b = ̟a,b

µ dxµ is a spin-connection and Lab are the generators

of the Lorentz algebra so(2, 1) with the canonical trace in the adjoint representation. How-

ever, the spin-connection ̟ is not an independent variable, rather it is expressed in terms

of dreibein ea ≡ eaµ dx
µ via the torsion constraint

∇ea = dea +̟a,
b ∧ e

b = 0 . (2.2)

Also, the conformal invariance of the action is not manifest. This formulation is equivalent

to the Chern-Simons theory of the conformal algebra so(3, 2) [8]. To demonstrate this let us

fix the commutation relations of so(3, 2) to be

[D,P a] = −P
a , [Lab,P c] = P

aηbc −P
bηac , (2.3a)

[D,Ka] = +K
a , [Lab,Kc] = K

aηbc −K
bηac , (2.3b)

[P a,Kb] = −L
ab + ηabD , [Lab,Lcd] = L

adηbc + three more . (2.3c)

where Lab, P a, Ka andD are Lorentz, translation, conformal boosts and dilation generators,

respectively. Now, we take a connection of so(3, 2)

ω =
1

2
̟a,b

Lab + eaP a + faKa + bD (2.4)

and write down the Chern-Simons action for ω (we drop the level)

S[ω] =

∫

Tr

[

ω ∧ dω +
2

3
ω ∧ ω ∧ ω

]

. (2.5)

The equations set the curvature F = dω + 1
2
[ω, ω] to zero. The component form reads

F a
P = ∇ea − b ∧ ea , (2.6a)

FD = ∇b+ em ∧ fm , (2.6b)

F a,b
L = Ra,b − ea ∧ f b + eb ∧ fa , (2.6c)

F a
K = ∇fa + b ∧ fa , (2.6d)

where ∇ = d + ̟ is the Lorentz covariant derivative; the Riemann two-form is Ra,b =

dωa,b + ωa,c ∧ ωc,b. In order to prove the equivalence we need to impose certain gauge

1Indices a, b, ... = 0, 1, 2 are the indices of the 3d Lorentz algebra so(2, 1). Indices of differential forms are
denoted µ, ν, ... = 0, 1, 2.
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conditions and solve some of the equations. The standard gauge transformations with gauge

parameter

Ξ =
1

2
ηa,bLab + ξaP a + ζaKa + ρD (2.7)

leads to

δea = ∇ξa + ηa,b ∧ e
a − ρ ∧ ea − b ∧ ξa , (2.8a)

δb = ∇ρ+ em ∧ ζm + ξm ∧ fm , (2.8b)

δωa,b = ∇ηa,b − ea ∧ ζb + eb ∧ ζa − ξa ∧ f b + ξb ∧ fa , (2.8c)

δfa = ∇ζa + ηa,b ∧ f
a + b ∧ ζa + ρ ∧ fa . (2.8d)

Firstly, assuming that the dreibein eaµ is non-degenerate, we can gauge away b, i.e. impose

b = 0. Now, the gauge transformations of ea acquire the required form, so that one finds the

correct transformations for the conformal metric gµν = eaµe
b
νηab. Equation FD = 0 implies

that faµeaν is symmetric. F a
P = 0 is the standard torsion constraint to be solved for ̟a,b

in terms of ea. Next, F a,b
L = 0 implies that faµeaν is the Schouten tensor. Finally, F a

K = 0

imposes Cµν = 0, where C is the Cotton tensor. The latter is the only dynamical equation.

If we impose b = 0 and solve for all the auxiliary fields, i.e. fa, ̟a,b, and plug the solution

back into the Chern-Simons action (2.5) we obtain (2.1), where ea is the only dynamical

variable. In fact, the action can be rewritten in terms of conformal metric gµν .

3 New Conformal Higher Spin Theories

As it was already stated in the introduction, the main idea is to use the large stock of higher

spin algebras for (partially)-massless fields that is available in AdS4 and to add some new

algebras. The same algebras can be interpreted as 3d conformal higher spin algebras. The

action is the same Chern-Simons action, but for one of the algebras listed below:

S[ω] =

∫

Tr

[

ω ∧ dω +
2

3
ω ∧ ω ∧ ω

]

. (3.1)

Such a simple extension leads to more general Fradkin-Tseytlin fields with higher derivative

gauge transformations and also to theories with a finite number of fields.
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3.1 Higher Spin Algebras

What is needed is a higher spin extension of so(3, 2) — algebras that have so(3, 2) as a

subalgebra and also contain various other nontrivial representations of so(3, 2). One such

class is partially-massless higher spin algebras. Originally, they were found as symmetries of

conformally-invariant higher derivative equations �kΦ(x) = 0 [12, 14, 15]. From this point of

view the usual massless higher spin algebra is a particular k = 1 case of the partially-massless

family. There are several useful definitions available in the literature: (i) via universal

enveloping algebra of so(3, 2) [12, 14, 15]; (ii) oscillator realization [17, 20, 56–58]; (iii)

explicit structure constants [20, 58]. It was also found in various contexts [19, 20, 59] that

there are certain finite dimensional algebras that can be viewed as higher spin algebras, at

least up to some point.2 Below we extend this class of finite dimensional algebras.

Finite-dimensional algebras. In order to construct algebras with a finite spectrum of

Fradkin-Tseytlin fields one can take any nontrivial finite-dimensional irreducible represen-

tation V of so(3, 2), i.e. an irreducible tensor or a spin-tensor. The next step is to evaluate

U(so(d, 2)) in V , i.e. multiply the generators3 T AB = −TBA of so(3, 2) in this representation

and identify the algebra, we denote hs(V ), that they generate. This algebra is an associative

one by construction. Since V is irreducible the algebra is just Mat(V ), i.e. the algebra of

all matrices of size dimV . Constructed this way hs(V ) = Mat(V ) comes equipped with a

specific embedding of so(3, 2) generators via T AB. The same algebra can be understood as

the quotient U(so(3, 2))/I by a two-sided ideal I that is the annihilator of V , i.e. I contains

all polynomials in TAB that vanish on V .

We are interested in the decomposition of hs(V ) into irreducible so(3, 2)-modules — this

decomposition, as is shown below, determines the spectrum of Fradkin-Tseytlin fields. The

so(3, 2)-spectrum of hs(V ) is given by the decomposition of the tensor product V ⊗ V ∗,

which is very easy to compute in practice. To summarize, there are infinite-many higher

spin extensions of so(3, 2) that are labelled by various irreducible so(3, 2)-modules:4

hs(V ) = Mat(V ) = V ⊗ V ∗ . (3.2)

2It is unlikely that any of such algebras can lead to a consistent higher spin theory in d > 3.
3Indices A,B, ... = 0, ..., 4 are the indices of so(3, 2) with the invariant metric denoted ηAB .
4Various peculiarities of higher derivative theories of type �

kΦ(x) = 0 were noticed in [60]. It would be
interesting to see if the finite-dimensional higher spin algebras can be explained from the CFT point of view.
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Spin-tensor representations V are also allowed.5 Further extensions can be obtained by

tensoring hs(V ) with the matrix algebra MatN , which turns the otherwise abelian spin-one

field associated with 1 of Mat(V ) into the Yang-Mills field.6 Note, that hs(V ) = gl(V ) =

sl(V )⊕ u(1) as a Lie algebra and the spin-one field always decouples unless the Yang-Mills

groups are added. Since the finite-dimensional higher spin algebras result from Mat(V )

they are equipped with a canonical trace operation Tr , which allows us to write down the

Chern-Simons action.

For example, let us take the simplest, vector, representation, which is denoted by one-cell

Young diagram . The corresponding algebra, hs( ), has the following spectrum:7

hs( ) = ⊗ = ⊕ ⊕ • . (3.3)

The algebra is just the matrix algebra with (d + 2)2 generators tA
B decomposed with re-

spect to so(d, 2) (we keep the discussion d-dimensional here, otherwise, d = 3). The gld+2

commutation relations are

[tA
B , tC

D ] = −δA
D
tC

B + δC
B
tA

D . (3.4)

In the so(d, 2) base, the irreducible generators are TAB = −T BA, SAB = SBA and R, i.e.

TAB = tA|B − tB|A , SAB = tA|B + tB|A −
2

d+ 2
tC

C , R = tC
C . (3.5)

The commutation relations read

[TAB,T CD] = ηBCTAD − ηACT BD − ηBDT AC + ηADTBC , (3.6a)

[TAB,SCD] = ηBCSAD − ηACSBD + ηBDSAC − ηADSBC , (3.6b)

[SAB,SCD] = ηBCTAD + ηACTBD + ηBDT AC + ηADTBC , (3.6c)

while R commutes with everything since it is associated with 1 in gl(V ).

Next to the simplest example is to take the rank-two symmetric representation, denoted

5For example, a toy-model was studied in [9], where hs was taken to be so(4, 2). This can be understood
as sl(V ) for V being the spinor representation of so(3, 2).

6One can also project onto the symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of the tensor product V ⊗ V (as a
matter of fact V ∼ V ∗ for finite-dimensional representations of so(3, 2)), the only restriction being for it to
contain the adjoint, i.e. so(3, 2) itself. In this way one can define higher spin analogs of so(V ) and sp(V ).

7When treated as a higher spin algebra in AdS4 this spectrum corresponds to a spin-two field, partially-
massless depth-3 spin-three field and to a spin-one field.
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by , which leads to algebra hs( ) [20] with generators tABCD that are symmetric and

traceless in the upper and lower pairs of indices. Its so(d, 2) decomposition reads

gl( ) = ⊗ = ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ • . (3.7)

Infinite-dimensional algebras. A large class of infinite-dimensional algebras is given by

the symmetries of (higher-order) singletons, i.e. free CFT’s of type �
qΦ = 0 and �

q−1/∂Ψ =

0, which were studied in [12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 58, 61]. These algebras are more difficult to

work with, but the structure constants are explicitly available [20, 58]. We only present the

so(3, 2)-spectrum, which reads

�
qΦ = 0 : hs

∣
∣
∣
so(3,2)

=
∞⊕

s=0

k=q−1⊕

k=0
s− 2k − 1

s− 1 . (3.8)

Note, however, that there are certain subtleties of the higher derivative theories in lower

dimensions [60].8 The invariant trace Tr on such algebras is known [20, 58], which allows

one to write down the Chern-Simons action.9

3.2 Free Fradkin-Tseytlin Fields

Our aim is to identify the field content of the new conformal higher spin gravities. We take

one of the higher spin algebras listed above. Let us denote it hs. In order to read off the

field content it is enough to linearize the theory over the Minkowski vacuum. In Cartesian

coordinates this vacuum can be chosen as ω0 = haP a, where h
a ≡ haµ dx

µ and the background

dreibein haµ is the unit matrix, haµ = δaµ. We recall that P a ∈ so(3, 2) ⊂ hs by construction.

The free equations and the linearized gauge symmetries read

dω + ω0 ∧ ω + ω ∧ ω0 = 0 , δω = dξ + [ω0, ξ] . (3.9)

8One interesting feature of 3d is that the higher spin algebras of q = 1 scalar and fermion are isomorphic.
It is tempting to conjecture that the same is true for q > 1. For the q = 1 case this fact is one of the hints
that the three-dimensional bosonization duality takes place.

9Note that the (classical) Poisson limit of a higher spin algebra was taken in [9]. This allows one to
write down equations, but not the action. Also, most of the interaction terms that are prescribed by the
higher spin algebra disappear in the classical limit. The 3d conformal higher spin theory based on higher
spin (super)-algebras was studied in [10].
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Since the background ω0 occupies only the so(3, 2) subalgebra of hs, the free equations

decompose into a set of independent equations for each of the so(3, 2) irreducible modules

that appear in the decomposition of hs. Assuming that the generators of hs are tΛ, so that

ω ≡ ωΛ
tΛ and ξ ≡ ξΛ tΛ, equations (3.9) read

dωΛ
tΛ + ha ∧ ωΛ [P a, tΛ] = 0 , δωΛ

tΛ = dξΛ tΛ + ha ∧ ξΛ [P a, tΛ] . (3.10)

It is clear that we need to create a dictionary between the Fradkin-Tseytlin fields and irre-

ducible modules of so(3, 2) that can appear in hs. In the most general case, a module in the

decomposition of hs can be an so(3, 2) tensor tC(k),D(m) that has a symmetry of a two-row

rectangular Young diagram10

· · ·m · · ·
· · ·k · · ·

(3.11)

The conformal algebra commutation relations are

[TAB,T CD] = ηBCTAD − ηACTBD − ηBDTAC + ηADTBC (3.12)

and the action of T AB on tC(k),D(m) is the canonical one:

[T AB, tC(k),D(m)] = ηBCtAC(k−1),D(m) − ηACtBC(k−1),D(m)

+ ηBDtC(k),AD(m−1) − ηADtC(k),BD(m−1)

(3.13)

The dictionary between (2.3) and T AB is P a = T a+, Ka = T a−, D = −T +−, Lab = T ab,

where we chose the light-cone coordinates with η+− = η−+ = 1 and A = a,+,−, etc. As

a result, we can easily read off [P a, tΛ] for tΛ in any irreducible so(3, 2)-module. Let us

consider some simple examples.

Conformal Gravity. First of all, it is instructive to redo the analysis for the conformal

gravity case, which corresponds to the adjoint module V denoted by . In this case we

10This means that t is symmetric in C1...Ck, it is also symmetric in D1...Dm. It is traceless in any two
indices. The Young symmetry condition is that the symmetrization of all C1...Ck with at least one index D

must vanish. To save space and time we sometimes abbreviate C1...Ck as C(k). Also, symmetrization over
all indices denoted by the same letter is implied, e.g. the Young condition is VC(k),CD(m−1) ≡ 0 and the sum
over k + 1 terms is implied here. We do not consider spin-tensors, but this can easily be done.
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choose tAB = −tBA and, hence, for the gauge field we find

ω = ωa+ta+ + 1
2
ωa,btab + ω+−

t+− + ωa−ta− (3.14)

and similarly for the gauge parameter ξ. The action of P a is read off from (3.12):

[P a, tc+] = 0 , [P a, tc−] = −tac − ηact+− , [P a, t+−] = −ta+ , [P a, tcd] = ηactd+ − ηadtc+ .

The linearized conformal gravity equations and gauge symmetries are

t+− : dω+− − hm ∧ ωm− = 0 , δω+− = dξ+− − hmξ
m− , (3.15a)

ta+ : dωa+ + hm ∧ ωma − ha ∧ ω+− = 0 , δωa+ = dξa+ + hmξ
ma − haξ+− , (3.15b)

tab : dωab − ha ∧ ωb− + hb ∧ ωa− = 0 , δωab = dξab − haξb− + hbξa− , (3.15c)

ta− : dωa− = 0 , δωa− = dξa− . (3.15d)

The analysis is, of course, the linearized version of the one in section 2.11 (1) ω+− can be

gauged away with the help of ξm−, the leftover gauge symmetry being with ξm− = ∂mξ+−;

(2) the first equation implies dxµ ∧ dxν hcν ω
c−
ν = 0, i.e. the anti-symmetric component of

ωc−|d ≡ ωc−µ hµd must vanish, so that ωc−|m = Scm for some symmetric Sab; (2) as in the

gravity case, we can use the local Lorentz symmetry ξab to eliminate the antisymmetric

part of the dynamical dreibein ωa+|m, so that ωa+|m = φam for some symmetric φab; (3) the

algebraic gauge symmetry δφab = −ηabξ+− with ξ+− allows us to gauge away the trace, so

that φab is traceless; (4) the second equation allows us to solve for ωab|m = −∂aφbm+ ∂bφam;

(5) the third equation expresses Sab as the linearized Schouten tensor

Sab =
1

2
(−�φab + ∂a∂

mφmb + ∂b∂
mφma −

1
2
ηab∂

m∂nφmn) .

(6) so far all the equations merely expressed fields as derivatives of some other fields. The

only dynamical equation is the last one that sets to zero the Cotton tensor

Cab = ǫa
mn ∂mSbn + ǫb

mn ∂mSan = 0 , δφab = ∂aξb + ∂bξa −
2

3
ηab∂

mξm . (3.16)

11In flat space and Cartesian coordinates, we identify world indices µ, ν, ... and fiber ones a, b, .... In what
follows we implicitly convert the world indices into the fiber ones with the help of ha

µ = δaµ and write them

after the separator |, e.g. ωab|m ≡ ωab
µ hµd.
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Depth-two Conformal Gravity. The simplest new case is to take a vector representation

of so(3, 2), denoted by , i.e. we have tA as a base. The gauge field decomposes as

ω = ωata + ω+
t+ + ω−

t− . (3.17)

The action of the translation generators P a reads

[P a, t+] = 0 , [P a, t−] = ta , [P a, tc] = −ηact+ . (3.18)

The linearized system of equations and gauge symmetries is then

t+ : dω+ − hm ∧ ωm = 0 , δω+ = dξ+ − hmξ
m , (3.19a)

tc : dωc + hc ∧ ω− = 0 , δωc = dξc + hcξ− , (3.19b)

t− : dω− = 0 , δω− = dξ− . (3.19c)

Similarly to the partially-massless case [29], one proceeds as follows. With the help of ξc

we can gauge away ω+. The leftover gauge transformations obey ∂mξ
+ − ξm = 0. The first

equation implies that the anti-symmetric component of ωc = ωcµ dx
µ vanishes, i.e. we can

identify ωc|m = φµc for some symmetric φab. The ξ− gauge symmetry δφab = ∂aξb + ηabξ
−

can be used to make φab traceless. As a result we are left with (ξ ≡ ξ+)

δφab = ∂a∂bξ −
1

3
ηab�ξ . (3.20)

This is the depth-two Fradkin-Tseytlin spin-two conformal field.12 The second equation can

be projected onto the two irreducible components, one of them is used to solve for ω−
m and

another one leads to the Cotton tensor

Cab = ǫmna∂mφbn + ǫmnb∂mφan = 0 . (3.21)

that obeys the Noether identity ∂a∂bCab ≡ 0 as a consequence of (3.20).

Depth-three spin-three field. The simplest higher spin example is to take an irreducible

rank-two symmetric representation of so(3, 2) denoted by , i.e. tAB = tBA, tABη
AB = 0.

12This was to some extent studied in [9], but there this mode was identified as a ’non-gauge spin-two field’.
We show that it is a gauge field, in fact.
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The decomposition of ω can be chosen as

ω = ωa+ta+ + 1
2
ωabtab +

1

2
ω++

t++ +
1

2
ω−−

t−− + ωa−ta− , (3.22)

where we took into account the tracelessness, tmm +2t+− = 0. Note that ωab is not traceless,

but we do not have to introduce ω+−. The action of P a is

[P a, tc+] = −ηact++ , [P a, tc−] = tac +
1
2
tm

m , [P a, t−−] = 2ta− ,

[P a, t++] = 0 , [P a, tcd] = −ηactd+ − ηadtc+ .

The linearized equations and gauge symmetries are

t++ : dω++ − 2hm ∧ ωm+ = 0 , δω++ = dξ++ − 2hmξ
m+ ,

ta+ : dωa+ − hm ∧ ωma = 0 , δωa+ = dξa+ − hmξ
ma ,

tab : dωab + h(a ∧ ωb)− + hm ∧ ωm−ηab = 0 , δωab = dξab + h(aξb)− + hmξ
m−ηab ,

ta− : dωa− + ha ∧ ω−− = 0 , δωa− = dξa− + haξ−− ,

t−− : dω−− = 0 , δω−− = dξ−− .

Here, we start by setting δω++ = 0 and the leftover gauge symmetry requires ξm+ = 1
2
∂mξ++.

The t++-equation implies that ωm+|n is symmetric. Proceeding to ta+ we observe that

symmetric ωm+|n can be eliminated with the help of ξab, i.e. ωa+ = 0 now. The leftover gauge

symmetry requires ξab = 1
2
∂a∂bξ++. The ωa+ equation of motion implies that ωab|m = φabm

for some symmetric φabc. At the next step, tab, the ξ
a− gauge symmetry allows us to make

φabc traceless. Therefore, we see that φabc transforms as (ξ++ = 2ξ)

φabc = ∂a∂b∂cξ −
1

5
(ηab∂c�ξ + ηac∂b�ξ + ηac∂b�ξ) . (3.23)

i.e. it is a depth-three Fradkin-Tseytlin field. The ωab equation of motion has several so(2, 1)-

irreducible components. Some of them allows to solve for ωa−, while there is one that leads

to the dynamical equation

Cabc = ǫamn∂mφn
bc + ǫbmn∂mφn

ac + ǫcmn∂mφn
ab = 0 , (3.24)

where Cabc is the Cotton tensor. The equation for ωa− allows us to solve for ω−− and imposes

no additional constraints on φ. One can also find the Noether identity ∂a∂b∂cCabc ≡ 0

14



manifesting the gauge symmetry (3.23).

General case. In the general case, given a higher spin algebra hs with an embedding of

so(3, 2) we need to decompose hs into so(3, 2)-modules. The spectrum of Fradkin-Tseytlin

fields is determined by the free field limit. As is anticipated in the introduction the complete

dictionary between so(3, 2)-modules and conformal fields reads13

δφa1...as = ∂a1 ...∂atξat+1...as + ... ⇐⇒
s− t
s− 1 (3.25)

Here, the gauge field is ωA(s−1),B(s−t) and gauge parameter is ζA(s−1),B(s−t). It is quite easy

to see that all gauge parameters except for ζa(s−t)+(t−1),+(s−t) can be used to gauge away

certain components of ωA(s−1),B(s−t). Here, +(k) denotes +...+ (k times). All components

of ω except for

φa1...as = ωa1...as−1,+(s−t)
µ hµas + symmetrization − traces (3.26)

play the role of generalized auxiliary fields (can be gauged away or solved for). The dynamical

equations of motion can be written in terms of the Cotton tensor that is an operator of order

2s− 2t + 1 that is symmetric and traceless

Cs = ǫ...∂2s−2t+1φs . (3.27)

Also, Ca1...as contains ǫabc. It obeys the Noether identity ∂b1 ...∂btCb1...btat+1...as ≡ 0. The

higher derivative equations are obtained by solving for a number of auxiliary fields in terms

of φa1...as, one by one. They reside in one component of the ta1...as−1,−(s−t)-equation.

Note that the 3d spinorial language is very helpful in dealing with the conformal higher

spin fields. Every rank-s tensor φa1...as corresponds to a rank-2s sl2-tensor φα1...α2s
. Here,

α, β, ... = 1, 2 are the indices of sl2. The dictionary between the sl2-base and the so(2, 1)-

base is via Pauli matrices, σαβm . The gauge transformations for the depth-t Fradkin-Tseytlin

fields are simply

δφα(2s) =

t
︷ ︸︸ ︷

∂αα...∂αα ξα(2s−2t) , (3.28)

13In practice, one needs to replace the words depth-t partially-massless fields with depth-t Fradkin-Tseytlin
fields in the dictionary of [29]. Rigorous analysis can be done by dimensional reduction of [62] or by redoing
[15, 23] in 3d.
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where the symmetrization is implied. The advantage of the spinorial language is that the

complicated projector onto the traceless part is not needed.

3.3 Comments on Interacting Fradkin-Tseytlin Fields

Let us elaborate more on the formulation of the conformal higher spin gravities in terms of

Fradkin-Tseytlin fields. The linearized gauge symmetries are

δφa1...as = ∂a1 ...∂atξat+1...as + permutations − traces . (3.29)

Such fields naturally couple to the (partially)-conserved tensors

∂b1 ...∂btJb1...btat+1...as = 0 (3.30)

that one finds in higher derivative free conformal field theories of type �kΦ = 0 or �k−1/∂Ψ =

0.14 The same time, such fields are boundary values of partially-massless fields [15, 16]. The

currents have conformal weight s− t+2, hence the weight of φa(s) is t+1− s and the weight

of ξa(t) is 1 − s. Therefore, when the action is expressed in terms of Fradkin-Tseytlin fields

φs,t we expect to find

S =

∫

d3x ǫ...

(
∑

s,t

φs,t ∂
2s−2t+1φs,t +

∑

si,ti

∂Nsi,tiφs1,t1φs2,t2φs3,t3 + ...

)

, (3.31)

where the number of derivatives Nsi,ti in the vertex is fixed to be 3 +
∑

i(si − ti + 1).

Similarly, the gauge transformations receive higher order corrections. The important feature

of conformal higher spin theories is that the number of derivatives in a vertex is fixed for any

given si, ti. Therefore, conformal higher spin theories are always perturbatively local. The

equations of motion should give the higher spin Cotton tensor (an appropriate multiplet of

Cotton tensors, as prescribed by a given higher spin algebra).

It would be important to understand the higher spin geometry that underlies conformal

higher spin theories and Cotton tensors. Another motivation to resort to the metric-like

fields, which was obvious in [30–32], is to discuss matter couplings. It is unclear at present

how to couple matter fields directly to the Chern-Simons formulation even in the conformal

gravity case, but is trivial, of course, in the metric-like formulation.

14In such theories one finds partially-conserved tensors of odd depths. By taking free CFT’s that contain
free fields with different k’s one can find tensors with even t.
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There is no conceptual problem in getting the nonlinear theory of 3d Fradkin-Tseytlin

fields from the Chern-Simons formulation, which is similar to the massless case [33]. In the

weak field expansion for every given order n one finds the system

dωn + ω0 ∧ ωn + ωn ∧ ω = −
∑

i+j=n
i,j>0

ωi ∧ ωj , (3.32)

where the lower order fields ωi are already expressed in terms of Fradkin-Tseytlin fields and

derivatives thereof. At order-n one finds non-vanishing ’torsion’ on the right-hand side. Upon

expressing various components ωn in terms of φ’s at order-n the torsion can be absorbed

into the solution for ωn. The only component that cannot be absorbed, as is clear from the

linearized analysis, is the Cotton tensor Cn (to be precise a collection of tensors that depends

on the spectrum of fields).

This way one can get, as a matter of principle, the order-by-order expression for the

Cotton tensor(s). We expect that this problem is much simpler than the one for the massless

case since the conformal fields can be studied in their simplest background, i.e. the flat space,

and the derivatives in the interaction vertices are constrained by the conformal weight.

Indeed, in the simplest nontrivial case of hs = so(4, 2), i.e. sl(V ) for V being the spinorial

representation of so(3, 2), the complete non-linear theory was derived in [9].

Another way to approach the problem is the bottom-up Noether procedure, i.e. to try

to construct order-by-order a consistent non-linear theory for a given spectrum of fields. It

is tempting to conjecture that we have identified all such basic theories and they are in one-

to-one with the list of higher spin algebras given above. The same time, given the simplicity

of the conformal fields as compared to their massless cousins, the Noether procedure can be

pushed to much higher orders.

Lastly, we would like to recall that the conformal gravity admits three equivalent formu-

lations: (a) as the Chern-Simons action for the conformal algebra so(3, 2); (b) as a hybrid

Chern-Simons action for the Lorentz algebra so(2, 1) where the spin-connection is assumed

to be solved for from the torsion constraint; (c) the formulation where the dynamical variable

is the conformal metric gµν . While Fradkin-Tseytlin fields lead clearly to (c), it would be

interesting to see if there exists an intermediate hybrid formulation of type (b) in the higher

spin case as well.
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4 Conformal higher spin fields as background fields

A standard way to arrive at off-shell Fradkin-Tseytlin fields is to start with a matter fields

and to consider a theory of its associated background fields. More specifically, taking for

simplicity the scalar field one can write its action on a general HS background as [41]

S =

∫

ddxφ∗(x)H(x, ∂)φ(x) , H = H0(x) +Ha(x)∂a +Hab(x)∂a∂b + . . . . (4.1)

Natural gauge symmetries of this action are given by

δH = HU + U †H , δφ = −Uφ , U = U(x, ∂) . (4.2)

This construction has a direct extension to more general systems including spinning confor-

mal fields in terms of the respective quantum constrained systems [15, 63]. In d > 3 this

nonlinear symmetry is a starting point in constructing both off-shell and on-shell confor-

mal theories in even dimensions as well as associated massless higher spin theory in AdSd+1

[64, 65]. In particular, the higher spin algebra arises as a stability algebra of the vacuum

Hvac. This algebra is also known as that of global reducibility parameters. For instance, in

the case of scalar field taking Hvac = (ηab∂a∂b)
k one arrives at the usual (partially-massless)

higher spin algebras discussed in section 3.1.

In 3d the above strategy leads to a nonlinear theory of off-shell Fradkin-Tseytlin fields. In

order to derive an on-shell theory one can try first to analyze the possible linear equations.

Using the known classification of conformally invariant equations [66] one concludes that

there are only two options: either to leave higher spin Cotton tensor associated to Ha1...as(x)

unconstrained or set it to zero. The former option leaves us with the off-shell theory while

the latter leads to Chern-Simons theory discussed in the previous section. Indeed, at the

linearized level this immediately follows from the analysis of section 3.2. If in addition we

assume that the nonlinear theory should be a consistent deformation of the linearized one it

is enough to work in the Chern-Simons formulation, where only higher spin algebra (seen as

a linear space) valued one-form fields ω are present. This theory is of AKSZ type [67] and

any its deformation should be also of AKSZ type [68] and hence determined by a Lie algebra

structure on the space where one-form fields take values. Consistency with the algebra of

global reducibility parameters requires that the algebras should coincide.

Despite the above logic gives the first-principle derivation of conformal higher spin Chern-

Simons theory in the case of usual infinite-dimensional higher spin algebras, it does not cover
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the case of finite-dimensional ones. It turns out that this can be done in a similar way but

with the conformal scalar replaced by topological matter that does not carry local degrees

of freedom.

The conformally-invariant matter equations of motion on a conformally-flat background

(e.g. Minkowski space) can always be represented as a covariant constancy condition where

the connection is associated to the flat Cartan connection describing the space-time geometry.

Let V be the space of locally defined solutions, which is a module over so(3, 2) thanks to the

conformal invariance. The matter equations of motion take the form

(d+ ρ(ω))φ = 0 , (4.3)

where ρ : so(3, 2) → Mat(V ) denotes a representation map and φ is a V -valued function (in

general section of a vector bundle with typical fiber V ).

A general background field for such matter field is simply a generic linear flat connection

A valued in Mat(V ). One can in principle consider non-flat connections but this would

effectively reduce V to the kernel of the curvature and we exclude such more general and

involved situations. The natural gauge transformations for this system are

δA = dǫ+ [A, ǫ] , δφ = −ǫφ . (4.4)

It is clear that algebra of vacuum symmetries coincides with Mat(V ).

To conclude, the natural background fields for topological matter are flat Mat(V )-

connections. This gives an independent argument justifying that the Chern-Simons theory

for Mat(V ) can be derived from the topological matter system pretty much the same way

as usual conformal higher spin gravity is derived from the standard 3d singleton. The im-

portant difference, however, is that in the case of topological matter neither we encounter

off-shell conformal fields (for which Cotton tensor may be non-vanishing) nor we can write

an action for φ that leads to (4.3).
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